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    Article by Leslie López

If you want to understand tennis better, want an inside view of
the Aptos Comerica Bank Challenger Tournament at the

Seascape Sports Club, and like to laugh, pay a visit to the
stringing room, and have a word with David Mindell. He and
his colleague Doug Denton, both of Star Stringing, based in
Palm Springs, work to keep both tournament competitors and
club members in top form throughout the week they are here.
But like the players, they are full-time pros, and this week is one
among many for them: they work the tournament circuit, taking
care of the stars’ racquets, and everyone else’s in between.
Mindell takes his work seriously, and is never at a loss for words
about it. “This is truly a gladiatorial sport,” he says, “and we are
the ones who get the chance to fine-tune the instruments of that
sport so people can do better when they’re out there.”

References to combat aside (or perhaps in full view of how
tense professional tennis can be) Mindell also works at keeping
people happy. While his hands move steadily through the
racquets each day—a total of about 200-300 during an average
Aptos Challenger, including about 70-80 from an expanding
local clientele of Seascape Club members—he keeps up a
running dialogue with anyone who wanders into his shop.
Topics vary, but of course often turn to tennis, the players on the
court, and the blend of technical precision, dedication and
athletics that characterize this sport.

Mindell does know tennis. He has been a professional stringer
since 1987, coincidentally the same year that Paul Kepler

bought the Seascape Club, and established the Aptos
Challenger, now the longest-running Challenger event in the
country. And Mindell has been stringing here every year since
1994, after Rick Kepler, USTPA player and Seascape Club’s
Tennis Director, “stuck his nose in the stringing trailer down in

Indian Wells,” and suggested that Star Stringing might include
Aptos in its calendar. Since then, he has become friends with
the Kepler family, who appreciate the expertise, integrity, and
relationships the pro stringers bring to the event.

Mindell works well with Denton, who has been coming to Aptos
from San Diego to do the Comerica Bank Challenger for the last
several years. Mindell says the stringers have a nickname for
Denton: “the Navy Seal:” “because he’s so hard core. There’s no
quit in him. He can stand and string racquets till he drops dead.”
That’s important at huge tournaments like the PNB Paribas Open,
where they work 18 hour days stringing a total of 1600-1700
racquets. “He’s a good solid support person,” said Mindell. “This
is really a 24-hour job,” he explained. “If you get into the weeds,
you’ve got to have someone who can get the job done, because
whatever needs to be done is our problem, not the players’.”

Last year, as the tournament was wrapping up, Denton said he
had thoroughly enjoyed himself at Aptos. “I came because of
this guy,” he said. “I just never stop laughing when I’m with him.
But I didn’t think I’d learn so much,” he added. “In just a few
days, I’ve learned an amazing amount.”

COMERICA BANK CHALLENGER 2010
“BEHIND THE SCENES WITH STAR STRINGING”

The Star Stringing Team for the B N P Paribas in Indian Wells; 
left to right: David Mindell, George Kylar, Kevin Kylar, 

Casey Maus and Doug Denton.

Doug Denton and David Mindell having a quick photo with Rafa Nadal after
string his rackets for the B N P Paribas.
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For instance?

“For instance,” he elaborated, “there’s a world of difference
between the stringing job you do, say, for a huge guy like Chris
Guccione, or Carsten Ball, and maybe the kind of stringing
you’d do for the Ratawatani brothers.”

Here Mindell interrupted to object: “Well, who knows what
kind of job you’d do for the Ratawatani brothers…It’s one of the

great mysteries of international tennis…they never have their
racquets re-strung, and don’t carry their own machine. So how
do they do it?” …And then he was off and riffing off of idle
speculation about how the #1 seeded doubles team last year,
twin brothers Sonchat and Sanchai, of Thailand, keep their
racquets tuned.

2009 Comerica Bank Challenger: the
Australian Juggernaut
But the talk had already turned to
the theme of the moment: rehashing
surprises of the tournament, and the
final matches. At that point in the
tournament, all were riveted by the
impressive force from Down Under,
led by Chris Guccione. At the end of
the day Guccione took the
Challenger title in singles as well as
in doubles, along with countryman
Carsten Ball. This was Guccione’s
first visit to Aptos, and although his
reputation for a tremendous serve
preceded him, mere statistics and

The Ratawatani Brothers, Sonchat and Sanchai
“never have their rackets re-strung, and don’t

carry their own machine.”

“There’s a world of difference between the stringing job you
do for a huge guy like Chris Guccione or Carten Ball and the

kind you would do for the Ratawatani Brothers”
Continued on page 6

*1973-2008 Best estimate based on available information.
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sports copy did little to prepare the crowd for this athlete’s 6'7"
frame and stunning performance on the court last year.
Although his game was smart and varied, it was his blindingly
fast and accurate serve and overhead smash return that made
him unstoppable.

Guccione proved, once again, why Challenger tournaments are
so unpredictable and exciting, and so aptly named. He came to
Aptos unseeded, but that was because so many international
super-stars were playing. Guccione was the #2 player in
Australia, he had beat Rafael Nadal, and he was ranked #137 in
the world going into the tournament. All of the tennis was
outstanding, and there were no easy wins. 

Chris Guccione, 2009 Singles Champion, “proved why Challenger tournaments
are so exciting and unpredictable.”

Behind the Scenes, continued from page 4



“The Challengers give you better
tennis,” says Mindell. “There’s this
sense of urgency. There’s enormous
pressure on these guys. They are
grossly underpaid for the
entertainment value they provide, but
that’s not the whole story.” He
explained that most tennis pros don’t
earn enough to fund their work as ATP
players, which is expensive in airfare
and coaching. “And then you better
not lose that qualifying round, because
then you can’t even pay your airfare.
It’s not like a major league baseball
player who signs a contract—he
doesn’t get his pay docked if he swings
and misses. These guys have to stay

calm under fire, and they have to
believe in themselves when they are not
doing well. But a few years go by
without a Grand Slam, and the clock is
ticking. And that pressure leads them to
take risks with their health, so then you
get injuries and other problems.”

Guccione won last year’s final match over
fellow Aussie Nick Lindahl, and he
admitted he held nothing back in that
match, and did everything he could to
“keep it away from Nick’s forehand,”
That drew a chuckle from Lindahl, who
was tired after playing matches every day
of the tournament. Lindahl entered last
year’s event through qualifying rounds,
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Chris Guccione admitted he did everything to “keep
the ball away from Nick Lindahl’s forhand.”

Thank You Catering Sponsors
Main Street Garden & Café Seascape Foods The Whole Enchilada

Paradise Beach Grille Zameen Mediterranean Cuisine Seascape Beach Resort

Continued on page 9
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and worked his way steadily
through daily matches to reach
the final round. In the semi-
finals, Lindahl eliminated
American player Michael Yani
in straight sets, 6-3, 6-2,
after Yani had defeated
Marinko Matosevic, 6-4, 6-4
in an inspiring performance 
by both players.

The Ball-Guccione team,
seeded #3 in doubles, was also a
crowd-pleaser. Ball is 6'6", and
together, the two of them filled
up the court. But although their
combined arm-span and
lunging distance decreased the
odds of a ball getting past them,
they clearly won against the
Ratawatani brothers in the final
match last July due to their
powerful skill and top form. 

Michael Yani lost to Nick Lindahl in the semi-finals; 
6-3, 6-2 after Michael defeated Marinko Matosevic 

in an inspiring performance by both players.
Nick Lindahl, 2009 singles finalist, entered last 

year’s event through qualifying rounds.

Behind the Scenes, 
continued from page 7
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To watch either of them serve was a little frightening, like
observing a breed of wild tennis animal whose height and
speed make them dangerous to interrupt. But Sanchai
Ratiwatana, disagreed that the legendary Guccione-Ball
serving machine was the decisive factor in the win. Instead, he
said, it was Guccione’s consistently good returns and their
coordination in the rallies that did it—in straight sets, 6-3, 6-2.
“They move well together—and quick, not just on the back
court, but on the net,” he added. 

Ratiwatana Brothers are 5'9" and thus require different rackets—and different
stringing tension—than players such as Chris Guccione and Carsten Ball.

Continued on page 11
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While the teams were well matched in demeanor, with consistently cheerful
and supportive sportsmanship, they were strikingly different in physical
profile. The Ratiwatana brothers are 5'9" and weigh 150 lbs., and thus
require different racquets—and different stringing tension—than players
six or ten inches taller. These differences, according to Mindell, are the tip
of the iceberg when it comes to understanding customized stringing. It’s the
stringers’ job to remember not only the exact stringing tension that works
for particular players, but to keep in mind variable factors like altitude, and
how many hours after stringing the racquet will go into play. Customization
means that for every racquet
Star Stringing works on, they
interview people—about what
kind of tennis they play, how
they hold the racquet, and where
they will be playing. Pro players
are continuously receiving new
racquets from all over the world,
too. So having the same stringers
at different events helps,
because they can build trust and
a personalized relationship with
professionals who know their
needs and quirks, and reduce at
least one element of uncertainty.
“When they see it’s us, and they
know they can count on us, they
relax in that one area of their
world,” said Mindell.

“Having the same stringers at different events . . . can build trust and a
personalized relationship,” said David Mindell.

 
The Savant Group 

 
We have been a proud sponsor of the Comerica 
Bank Challenger since the inception of the 
event.   We value long-term relationships – not 
only with quality venues such as the Challenger 
- but also with helping clients with their wealth 
management needs.   We are proud to say we 
were named by The San Francisco Business 
Times as the third best Bay Area Investment 
advisory firm in 2008. 

 
Tom Burkhart, CEO 

The Savant Group is an independent Registered Investment Advisor 
established in 1991.  Full trust services offered through National Advisors 

Trust, FSB. 

 

For information go to  
our web site at www.  
thesavantgroup.com,  

or call  
1-(800) 672-8268 

Behind the Scenes, continued from page 10
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Who To Watch For This Year
As they do every year, this July players will be arriving from all
over the world to play at Aptos. This year’s #1 seed in singles,
Rajeev Ram, has also had an astonishingly good year. Ram is an
Aptos Challenger alum—he was a finalist here in 2005. After
some relatively low-ranking years, last July he defeated Sam
Querrey at the Challenger in Newport to win the singles title,
and also won in doubles (with partner Kerr); he has been
steadily climbing in the ranking ever since, pushing himself
through back-to-back tournaments
with amazing stamina.

Ram’s powerful winning streak may
finally break the Seascape Curse; so
far, throughout all the years of
Challenger tournaments at Aptos,
there has never been a #1 seed who
has taken the title.

Somdev Devvarman, of India, will be
seeded #2. Devvarman, age 25, holds
two consecutive NCAA titles, the last
one in 2008. He was a semi-finalist at
last year’s Comerica Bank Challenger,
where he could often be seen playing
practice matches, calmly working his
steady style. His hard work paid off

during 2009-10 with successful rounds at multiple Grand Slam
events. Argentinian Brian Dabul, the #3 seed will be coming to
Aptos for the first time. Dabul held the #1 place in international
Junior tennis in 2002, but his advance into the top-200 in the pros
has only built momentum in this past three years. Like
Devvarman, has also made strong appearances at Grand Slam
events in 2009, including first-round wins at Wimbledon and the
French Open, and a second-round win at the Australian Open.

Another player to watch for is the #7 seed, 24-year-old Serbian
Ilija Bozoljac, who comes to the
Challenger this year after laying
down 102 winners against
Federer in the second round at
Wimbledon last month—31 of
them aces. Bozoljac has had an
interesting career, with steep
peaks and valleys in his rankings.
He holds three Challengers titles
and six Futures titles in singles;
in doubles, he has won eight
Challengers—three of them 
this year—and two Futures
tournaments. Federer and others
noted improvements in Bozoljac’s
play this year at Wimbledon. 

Rajeev Ram, the #1 seed for the 2010 Comerica Bank Challenger, 
has had a great year. Last July he defeated Sam Querrey in 

Newport. His ranking has been steadily climbing since.

For more information, please call Pat Traverso, Coastal Region Manager at (408) 327-7000
or visit our web site at www.graniteconstruction.com



Most of the other top seeds are returning Comerica Bank
Challenger Champions. Twenty-year-old Donald Young (USA)
who took the title in 2007, is this year’s #4 seed; Kevin Kim
(USA), the #6 seed, is a two-time Comerica Bank Champion, with
a 2008 and a 2004 title; he was also a Finalist in 2000. And the 9th
seed is 2006 Champion Alex Kuznetsov (USA), who currently
ranks #167 in the world. Michael Yani, who is just a point ahead
of Kuznetsov in the rankings, is #8 seed.

Tournament crowds will also be able to see Ball, Guccione, and
Lindahl again. Guccione has had a difficult year since last July,
though: after leaving Aptos, Guccione reached the third round of
the Cincinnati Masters, but then injured his Achilles tendon, which
sidelined him for about six months. He is still working to come back. 

Carsten Ball, on the other hand, has had an outstanding year: in
August, he made his first ATP World Tour final, in
Los Angeles, where he was the first qualifier in

tournament history to reach that final round. In the
process, he prevailed over #3 seed Marc Gicquel,
Dmitry Tursunov, the now-legendary John Isner,
and Leonardo Mayer before losing in three sets
to junior rival and friend Sam Querrey. Later that
month he qualified for the US Open, and reached
the second round. He the #5 seed at this year’s
Comerica Bank Challenger.
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Twenty year old Donald Young was the 2007 Comerica Bank Challenger 
Singles Champion and is this year’s #4 seed.

Continued on page 16

Carsten Ball had a great year. In August he reached his first
ATP World Tour final in Los Angeles. He upset Marc Gicquel,

Dmitry Tursunov, John Isner and Leonardo Mayer.



Despite Guccione’s injury, the Ball-Guccione team continued to
thrive in doubles last year, reaching the quarterfinals at the US
Open, round 16 at the Australian Open, the semifinals of the
Australian Open tune-up in Brisbane, Australia, and through
two rounds at Wimbledon last month.

We’ll see Lindahl again, too. He was playing excellent tennis last
year, moving up in the ranks to his current place of #4 player in
Australia and #203 in the world; he is unseeded, but on the
Main Draw list of the Aptos Challenger. And while you’re
keeping an eye on the top seeds, remember that Lindahl’s
advance through his matches last year from the qualifiers is a
good example of how anything can happen at a Challenger.

********* 

In interviews last year, players consistently talked about how
they liked to come to the Aptos Challenger tournament, with

the mild climate and natural beauty of the beachside forest
location, and the friendly hospitality of Club staff and the Club
members who housed them in spare rooms and cooked meals
for them. Mindell said he feels the Keplers’ commitment to
maintaining professional stringing (which is often not the case at
Challenger tournaments), is a reflection of the way they handle
every aspect of the tournament and the Club: “…how it’s
planned out, how it’s become more beautiful, now with the new
building—everything for the best effect possible. And they

know that we would have to be found dead not to do our job to
the best of our ability. For the event, but ultimately for the
players. The Keplers know that credibility and relationships
matter. And that’s what we bring, because the players know us
from other events, they know our work, and they know that it’s
going to be done on time, the way they want it to be done, and
that we’re thinking of them.” 

Mindell breaks off his narrative as a club member comes in,
holding her racquet. “How did that work for you?” he says. “Oh
my goodness, what a difference!” she says. “I just wanted to thank
you. I can’t believe I waited this long to have this done.” “Well, I
know,” he says. “Now you know where to find us. You take care.
Bye, sweetie!” Meanwhile, he never stops working on the
racquets. This is all part of a full day for a stringer who loves his
work, and loves people. And this is just the kind of thing that keeps
bringing people back to the Seascape Club year after year.   
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David Mindell said he feels the Keplers’ commitment to maintaining
professional stringing . . . is a reflection of the way they handle every aspect of
the tournament and the Club: “…how it’s planned out, how it’s become more
beautiful, now with the new building—everything for the best effect possible.”
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